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It’s 3:46 PM and your blood sugar has taken a nosedive. You open up your desk drawer, reach for

something to eat and instead accidentally grab a fistfull of paper clips, highlighters and Post-It notes. Your

stomach grumbles as you further succumb to an insatiable hunger. This is a classic case of the Wunchies, a

word we are shamelessly trying to add to the English lexicon that combines “work” and “munchies.”

Bad News: Work Actually Makes You Hungrier

Wunchies: a word we are shamelessly trying to add to
the English lexicon that combines…
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According to a study in Psychosomatic Medicine, intellectual work makes you consume more calories. The

researchers conducted a test where 14 Canadian students were given different tasks to do at separate

times: “sit and relax; complete a series of memory and attention tests; and read and summarize a text.”

After both completing the memory tests and summarizing the texts, students consumed more than 200

extra calories at an all you can eat buffet. Blood samples taken before and after the exercises

demonstrated that their glucose and insulin levels dropped while they were engaged in these intellectual

activities, causing them to crave and subsequently eat more calories.

Sure, Canada has great health care and awesome singer-songwriters, but should you follow these

Canadian students lead and consume high caloric food in order to be more productive? Be careful!

The Good News: Eating At Work Makes You More
Productive
A study from the British Journal of Health Psychology concluded that people who eat more fruits and

vegetables tend to be happier, more engaged and creative. Moreover, in regards to eating and workplace
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productivity, the Harvard Business Review has recommended that “the trick to eating right is not learning to

resist temptation. It’s making healthy eating the easiest possible option.” Although ideally, you would just be

eating celery all day, we all know that’s not very realistic. So, we have compiled a list of Wunchies snacks that

range from helping you be healthier to just being plain old delicious! Make sure you’ve already downloaded

Postmates because this listicle is sure going to give you the Wunchies (has our new word caught on yet?)!

Seven Almonds

Not only are almonds rich with amazing nutrients like magnesium, vitamin E and biotin, they’re President

Obama’s favorite snack. The 44th president allegedly eats seven almonds when he needs an extra boost of
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energy late at night! Thanks Obama!

(President Barack Obama giving a speech right after eating seven almonds)

Soylent

The 44th president allegedly eats seven almonds when
he needs an extra boost of energy late at…
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Even though we hope it’s not the “end of food,” Soylent is great for when you’re too busy to

cook and prepare yourself a snack. We don’t recommend the Soylent bars though…

Haribo Gummy Snacks
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Yes, this isn’t a healthy snack. So yes, you shouldn’t eat these these wonderfully squishy gifts from heaven

on a daily basis. However, there’s no way of denying that Haribo gummies are not only popular but also

carry an aura of European sophistication.  Since they are so widely loved, these snacks are amazing for

making new friends around the office. Don’t be greedy!

Carrots

Carrots are healthy, cheap and tasty. If you ever get bored of carrots, we recommend that you just pretend

you’re Bugs Bunny!
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$4 Cupcakes

Life is hard. The ice caps are melting. Bumblebees are dying en masse. Barnes & Noble bookstores are

closing left and right. Why not occasionally eat a $4 cupcake? While there are definitely better ways to cope
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with work-related anxiety, there’s absolutely nothing wrong with indulging in a sweet and spongy snack

every now and then!

AUTHOR

Daniel Spielberger
View all posts by Daniel Spielberger →

Daniel Spielberger is a writer from Los Angeles. In his spare time, he curates a fashion Instagram for a Beverly Hills doctor

called "Fashionista_MD." Check out his website: www.danielspielberger.com

Life is hard. The ice caps are melting. Bumblebees are
dying en masse.
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Animal Personality Quiz: What’s Your Spirit Animal?

There’s a little bit of “animal” inside all of us. What’s YOUR spirit animal? Take this fun personality quiz to…

Featured
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What city should you work in? Take our fun personality quiz to find out. Looking for real personality test insights? Click

here…
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Quiz: How Happy Are You At Work?

Did you know that 70% of Americans are unhappy at work? Luckily, there’s an innovative app trying to fix that! Take our…
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How well do you know Office Space? Take our fun Office Space movie trivia quiz and find out! READGet The…
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Editor's Pick

Quiz: Which Cocktail Fits Your Personality?

Deep in the Good&Co labs we’ve been mixing and shaking more than just martinis. We’ve concocted a super secret

algorithm…
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